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ABSTRACT
Optical data centers consume a large quantity of energy and the cost of that
energy has a significant contribution to the operational cost in data centers. The
amount of electricity consumption in data centers and their related costs are
increasing day by day. Data centers are geographically distributed all around the
continents and the growing numbers of data replicas have made it possible to find
more cost effective network routing. Besides flat-rate prices, today, there are
companies which offers real-time pricing. In order to address the energy
consumption cost problem, we propose an energy efficient routing scheme to find
least cost path to the replicas based on real-time pricing model called energy price
aware routing (EPAR). Our research considers anycast data transmission model to
find the suitable replica as well as the fixed window traffic allocation model for
demand request to reduce the energy consumption cost of data center networks.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Overview
An optical data center network is a facility used to house hundreds of thousands
of servers and that uses optical switches to handle large amounts of data [35]. For
example, according to Google's official website it owns and operates data centers around
the world 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Google data centers process an average of 40
million searches per second, resulting in 3.5 billion searches per day and 1.2 trillion
searches per year [42]. Google’s Gmail service uses two replicas, and Microsoft
replicates every action in three data centers [15]. A major cost to the data centers is to
bringing the data from the location where the data is stored. As data center networks are
geographically distributed in different location of the continents so electricity price varies
from site to site and these differences can be significantly high. Taking advantage of
Real-Time energy Price (RTP) and selecting a suitable replica based on RTP can reduce
the power consumption cost significantly. In this thesis, we propose an algorithm which
selects the most cost-effective replica and the network route to that replica based on the
overall power consumption and energy costs at that time.
1.1.1 Optical Fiber
The optical fibre is a communication channel that can carry the light beam
between any source node to destination node which has characteristics of total internal
reflections of light beam [22] . The optical fibre can transmit any type of data modulated
onto light waves. It offers substantially higher data transfer rates, compared to electronic
transmission [34]. Data in optical fibre is communicated via light signals and light signals
do not produce any electro-magnetic field, so it is immune to electromagnetic
1

interference [34]. Optical fiber also allows for longer transmission distances and it uses
light signals to carry data which cannot produce magnetic field and thus it is immune to
electromagnetic interference and this is why it is highly secured for carrying sensitive
data [34]. Although optical fiber is more expensive compare to copper cable, nevertheless
today's business world is increasingly choosing optical fiber because of its enormous
bandwidth capacity, security, and most importantly its low power consumption in
operation [47].
Wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) is a technology in fiber optic
transmission that enables the use of multiple light wavelengths (or colors) to send data
over the same medium[20]. A lightpath in a WDM network is an end-to-end connection
from a source node to a destination node, in optical domain [5]. Lightpath carries data
from an end node, traverses a number of fibers and router nodes, and ends in another end
node. It carries data in the form of encoded optical signals.
The RWA problem in a WDM optical network consists of selecting a route over
the physical network and assigning a single wavelength on each edge of the route for
each lightpath [61]. RWA selects a suitable path and wavelength among the many
possible choices for each connection (i.e. lightpath). Energy-Aware Routing and
Wavelength Assignment finds lightpaths in wavelength routing networks minimizing the
power consumption. However, reducing electricity consumption in data center network
does not necessarily reduce the emissions produced or environmental impact [17].
Studies have also shown that higher efficiency can actually lead to high power
consumption because placing more replicas can improve efficiency, but it will increase
cost and power consumption.
2

1.2 Motivation
Power is a major cost in modern data centers. The power consumption in networking
equipment represents a smaller, but not insignificant, portion of the overall power cost.
Components such IP routers and optical switches consume power to turn them on from their
inactive or low power state [8] and based on average workload, not all these resources need to
function at all the times. So, resource optimization techniques for routing data could help
minimize power consumption and the cost associated with this power consumption. In this
regard, scheduling of data center resources and routing traffic to lowest cost replicas[14][15][16]
have been deeply investigated recently by researchers.

Energy cost has significant contribution to the operational cost in optical data
center networks [15]. There is an approximate 25% increase in energy consumption in
optical data center networks in recent years [18]. According to [15], studies have found
that in Chicago area market, household customer saved 1% to 2% over the duration of a
year by subscribing real time pricing model. So, real time pricing model (RTP) would be
more cost-efficient compared to flat rate pricing model. Cost effective data source and
network route based on RTP can reduce operational cost of data centers [17]. A small
increase in cost efficiency can save millions in operational expenditures. So, any energy
saving scheme for the data center network is very important to save dollars for the
consumers and also to save environment. Combination of finding efficient routing
scheme and selecting proper replica from available replicas in the network can
significantly reduce energy consumption costs [15].
Optical data centers networks are distributed over different geographical
locations in different time zones. Electricity price varies in different locations in different
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seasons in the year and also at different times in the day. Finding a path to the replica
located at the lowest price zone in a given time can help reduce the electricity power
consumption cost. It has been shown that implementing RTP approach to find the lowest
price replica can reduce electricity consumption of the optical data centers network up to
30% in compare to other approaches [15]. The researchers in [15] proposed the Least
Dollar Path(LDP) approach using real-time energy price. They have used a heuristic with
static traffic transmission mode. In our approach, we have proposed a heuristic based on
Dijkstra’s algorithm [55], where we recalculate the power consumption cost for each
node/link based on current traffic load, to determine the best route for each connection.

1.3 Problem Statement and Solution Outline
One challenging issue in optical data center network operation is the growing
power consumption by the data centers. The power consumption of the global data
centers in 2007 was 330 billion kWh [46]. Without changes in electricity consumption
and improved efficiency, the data center’s power consumption will exceed 1000 billion
kWh by 2020 [23]. The objective of our research is to minimize the overall electricity
costs of data centers network by selecting least cost path to the replicas based on realtime pricing. We have used anycast data transmission model [15] to find the suitable
replica. Anycast routing algorithm provides the sender with flexibility to choose one of
many destination nodes based on its requirements. We have developed a heuristic to
solve this energy-aware routing problem. We performed our experiments on different
standard topologies such as NSFNET, COST-239. We have compared our results by

4

using flat rate prices instead of real time prices. We have also compared the results for
different sized demand sets, different routing scheme, traffic loads on each network.
1.4 Thesis Organization
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 discuses some of the concepts
and terminologies that are related to this work. It also discusses some of the closely
related early, later and current works of other researchers. In Chapter 3, we describe the
energy consumption model and the implementation of our proposed energy price aware
routing (EPAR) scheme. We discuss the results of simulating our approach on a realistic
network in Chapter 4 and conclude the thesis in Chapter 5.

5

CHAPTER 2
REVIEW
2.1 Data Transmission
Optical fibers are made of glass (silica) or plastic. Most optical fibers used in
communication have diameter of 0.5mm - 0.5mm (including outer coating). Optical
fibers have a transparent core, which is surrounded by a transparent cladding and this
cladding has a protective covering over it [34]. Data we want to transmit needs to be
converted into electrical form using transducers. Now these data converted into electrical
form modulates an optical source e.g. laser or LED. The light rays containing data travel
through the optical fiber by the phenomenon of Total Internal Reflection (TIR). Due to
TIR, the energy loss is negligible inside the fiber while travelling. At the receiving end,
photo detectors like photodiodes or photo transistors etc. are used to convert the light
signal back into electrical signals. Then the original data is retrieved from this electrical
signal. Figure 2.1 shows an optical cable with its different layers. The actual light travel
through the inner glass fiber core of the cable allowing the transferral of data. The
cladding diameter is the part that confines the light to the core. The glass portion of the
cable is enclosed in a buffer that protects it. The cable assembly is covered by a jacket
made of plastic material to protect the cable from abrasion, solvents, oils and other
environmental hazards.

Figure 2.1: Optical Cable [34]
6

2.2 Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM)
WDM is a technique that enables the use of multiple light wavelengths to send
data over the same medium. It increases the bandwidth by combining optical signals of
different wavelengths onto a single optical fiber at one end and separating them again at
the other end [20]. It enables a single strand of fiber to accommodate many different
wavelengths and thus expands the capacity of network without laying more fiber.
WDM partitions the optical bandwidth available on a fiber into several different
smaller capacity channels. Each of these channels can be operated at moderate bit rates
(2.5-40 Gb/s) [51], and corresponds to a different wavelength. A WDM system consists
of several components. Multiplexer (MUX) has a number of inputs, each carrying signals
using a distinct channel and generates an output that combines all the signals. Figure 2.2
shows a multiplexer is combining four light sources with different channels c1, c2, c3 and
c4 into one signal and transmitting through a single fiber.

Figure 2.2: A 4-input Multiplexer[5]
Demultiplexer (DEMUX) serves the opposite purpose. Its input is a fiber carrying
n optical signals, with the ith signal using channel ci. It has at least m outputs, with the ith
output carrying the optical signal using channel ci, for all i; 1 ≤·i ≤·n. Figure 2.3 shows
7

that the combined channels c1, c2, c3 and c4 from the single fiber are separated into
individual independent signals.

Figure 2.3: A 4-output Demultiplexer [5]
Fig. 2.4 shows an example of how WDM works. In WDM, Light from different
source with different channels, for example, c1, c2, c3 and c4 are mixed into a single
beam with the help of multiplexer. The input data to be communicated is transformed
from electrical to optical form [13]. At the receiving end, a demultiplexer (DEMUX) is
placed which separates the channels from the mixed beam into independent optical
signals and converted from optical to electrical to recover the original signals at the
receiver end [13]. As each channel could be routed independently of each other and can
carry many low-speed demand, so this results in better utilization of bandwidth [13].

Figure 2.4: Wavelength Division Multiplexing System[63]
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2.3 Lightpath
Most of the node pairs in the backbone are not physically connected by direct
fiber. They can reach each other only through other intermediate nodes. The intermediate
nodes can cross connect that wavelength from the incoming fiber to the outgoing fiber.
Thus, with programmable optical switches, the traffic can be routed entirely in the optical
plane [39]. Lightpath is a path from the source to the destination in optical domain and a
wavelength on that path. End users use lightpaths to communicate. Data remains in
optical domain without any optical-electronic- optical conversion in between the source
and the destination[13]. Any lightpath uses the same wavelength on all the links its path
spans. A single fiber could theoretically accommodate many lightpaths. Each lightpath
passing along the same fiber occupy different wavelength. Two lightpaths with the same
wavelength cannot share a fiber.

Figure 2.5: Lightpath Setup in a 6-Node Network

Fig 2.5 represents a graph of six nodes where the end nodes of the graph are the end
nodes of the physical topology. Lightpaths, in this example, are from node 0 to node 1,
node 0 to node 4, node 2 to node 1, node 2 to node 3, node and node 2 to node 4.
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2.4 Routing and Wavelength Assignment (RWA)
RWA selects a suitable path and wavelength among the many possible choices for
each connection. Energy-Aware Routing and Wavelength Assignment finds routes in
wavelength routing networks minimizing the power consumption [45]. The RWA
problem is difficult and the problem can be divided into two sub-problems: i) routing and
ii) wavelength assignment. Both of these sub-problems are NP complete and tightly
linked together [39]. A good RWA algorithm tries to maximize the number of
connections, uses the shortest routes and minimizes the number of wavelengths. RWA is
typically subject to two constraints:


Wavelength Clash Constraint and



Wavelength Continuity Constraint.

The Wavelength Clash Constraint states that no two lightpaths paths sharing a link
are assigned the same wavelength. Two lightpaths can be assigned the same
wavelength if and only if they are edge-disjoint [5]. Figure 2.6(a) shows a lightpath
from node 1 to node 4 that uses route 124 with an assigned wavelength C1.
Suppose another lightpath is to be established from node 1 to node 3 along the route
123. If the second lightpath is assigned the same wavelength C1, then the
wavelength clash constraint will be violated along edge 12. However, assigning a
different wavelength will result in a valid RWA, as shown in Fig. 2.6(b)
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Figure 2.6(a): Wavelength Clash Constraint with Violation in Edge 1->2

Figure 2.6(b): Wavelength Clash Constraint with no Edge Violation
The Wavelength Continuity Constraint states that a lightpath must be assigned the
same wavelength on all fiber links it uses. Wavelengths affects to routing because there
cannot be two lightpaths with same wavelength on a fiber. So, the shortest route may be
blocked by other signal and in the worst case, all the routes are blocked. If the
wavelength conversion is possible the signal can use other free wavelengths. But the
conversion is not always supported [5]. Figure 2.7(a) shows an example of wavelength
continuity constraint problem where two lightpaths have been established in the
network.1) between node 1 and node 2 on wavelength C1 and 2) between node 2 and
node 3 on wavelength C2. Now, given only these two wavelengths, it would be
impossible to setup a lightpath between node 1 and node 3 even though there is a free
wavelength on each of the links along the path from node 1 to node 3. This is because the
11

available wavelengths on the two links are different and thus a wavelength-continuous
network may suffer from higher blocking. This wavelength continuity constraint might be
eliminated by using wavelength conversion technique.

Figure 2.7(a): Wavelength Continuity Constraint without converter

In Fig. 2.7(b), a wavelength converter at node 2 is employed to convert data from
wavelength C2 to C1. The new lightpaths between node 1 and node 3 can now be
established by using wavelength C2 on the link from node 1 to node 2 and then by using
wavelength C1 to reach node 3 from node 2. Thus, wavelength conversion may improve
the efficiency in the network by resolving the wavelength conflicts of the lightpaths.

Figure 2.7(b): Wavelength Continuity Constraint with converter
Plenty of research has been carried out on energy cost ware routing and
wavelength

assignment

(RWA)

in

optical

data

center

network

[7][8][10][12][14][15][16][17]. Some of the researchers focus on finding optimal path to
12

the replicas on the optical data center networks[7][14][15][16] and others have worked
developing highly sophisticated energy friendly network elements and activating and
deactivating those elements based on their idle time to save energy consumption [37] and
[30].
2.5 Energy Aware Routing Wavelength Assignment
Energy-Aware Routing and Wavelength Assignment establishes lightpaths in
wavelength routing networks minimizing the power consumption[60]. [45] represents the
early work in energy savings devised exclusively from the optimal routing of the
connection requests. Early researcher proposed a network model and an energy model.
Researchers in [60] proposed to accommodate lightpaths in wavelength routing networks
minimizing the power consumption. They named this problem Power-Aware RWA (PARWA) problem. Their goal was to maximum usage of powered-on devices, e.g., by
reusing the same fiber along the same path as much as possible, in contrast to spreading
lightpaths on available fibers and paths. [12] proposes an algorithm based on a cost
function that considers the load of each optical fiber to compute link weights. It works
like a least cost routing algorithm assigning a cost to each wavelength for each link in the
path and then minimizes the total cost. [64] presents a hybrid routing and wavelength
assignment algorithm that, when the network is lightly loaded, operates in an energyefficient way, by routing the connections on the paths requiring the lowest amount of
energy, while, when the network load increases, it dynamically switches to a pure loadbalancing scheme in order to best allocate the available communication resources

13

2.6 Datacenter
Datacenter houses hundreds of thousands of servers, storage systems, databases
etc. and that uses optical switches to handle large amounts of data [35]. It serves
resources and data to meet the specific need of individuals and organizations.

Figure 2.8: Google Data Center [41]
The content of datacenters is replicated over multiple datacenters to improve
availability and to have backup in case any disaster. In Figure 2.9 we consider a six nodes
optical network where node 1 and node 4 are the replicas containing the content of
datacenters. The users can request data either from replica node 1 or from replica node 4
based on the requirements. This type of requesting model is called anycast traffic model
[14] which allows the user flexibility to select datacenter which consumes less electricity.

Figure 2.9: Nodes Representing Datacenters in a Network
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2.7 Traffic Demand Allocation Models
There are several types of traffic models such as static traffic model [5], dynamic
traffic model [5] and scheduled traffic model[65] .
In static traffic model, the set of lightpaths to be established is known in advance
and do not change frequently over time. For example, a company might request for a
network capacity for connectivity among different company sites from a service provider.
The objective of static traffic model is to minimize the network resources needed or to
maximize the network throughput given a resource constraint. It does not allow dynamic
call set up and teardown[5].
In dynamic traffic model, the arrival time and duration of demands are generated
randomly, based on certain statistical model such as Poisson process and exponential
distribution as well as certain traffic distribution such as uniform traffic. The objective of
dynamic traffic distribution is to minimize the numbers of blocked traffics[5].
In scheduled traffic model, it captures the traffic characteristics of application that
require capacity on a time-limited basis. Scheduled traffic model is dynamic in nature
because the demand only last during the specified intervals and they are not also entirely
random[65] [8]. For example, a client company may request for scheduled demands for
bandwidth from a service provider to perform its demand requirements at a specific time,
e.g., between headquarters and production centers during office hours or between data
centers during the night when backup of databases is performed and so on. This type of
request needs to have scheduled dedicated channels at a specific time with certain
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duration. There are two categories of scheduled traffic model such as: fixed window
traffic model and sliding window traffic model [65].
In fixed window traffic model, the set up and tear down timings of the requested
demands are fixed and known in advance. In sliding window model, the demand start
time can vary within a specified window. The demand holding time (DHT) for a lightpath
demand is equal to the difference between the start and end times of the lightpath
demand. In this thesis, we focus on the fixed window scheduled traffic model.
2.8 Real time pricing
The amount of electricity is generated must be equal to demand. Generating electricity
more than demand results in voltage and frequency fluctuations and generating less than the
demand would cause blackouts [66]. This principle causes varying electricity price day to day or
in a given day [67]. Real-time pricing (RTP) is a scheme that takes this fluctuation into
consideration [15] . RTP is an ideal method to adjust the power balance between supply and
demand in smart grid systems and consumers can save up to 1% to 2% by subscribing this service
model [67]. Power distribution companies update the information about electricity price to their
consumers via communication networks [69]. The frequency of this update may occur hourly,
every 15 min or another arbitrary interval based on power market policy [15]. In this thesis, we
have considered the hourly update of electricity prices which we assume a more realistic
application.
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Table 2.1: Real-time Pricing

Node
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

12 1:00 2:00 3:00 4:00 5:00 6:00
Timezone AM AM AM AM AM AM AM
PST
2.5 2.3
2
2.2 2.1 2.6
3
PST
2.5 2.3
2
2.2 2.1 2.6
3
PST
2.5 2.3
2
2.2 2.1 2.6
3
MST
2.6 2.5
2.3
2
2.2 2.1 2.6
MST
2.6 2.5
2.3
2
2.2 2.1 2.6
MST
2.6 2.5
2.3
2
2.2 2.1 2.6
CST
2.8 2.6
2.5 2.3
2
2.2 2.1
CST
2.8 2.6
2.5 2.3
2
2.2 2.1
EST
4.2 2.8
2.6 2.5 2.3
2
2.2
CST
2.8 2.6
2.5 2.3
2
2.2 2.1
EST
4.2 2.8
2.6 2.5 2.3
2
2.2
EST
4.2 2.8
2.6 2.5 2.3
2
2.2
EST
4.2 2.8
2.6 2.5 2.3
2
2.2
EST
4.2 2.8
2.6 2.5 2.3
2
2.2

Table 2.1 shows an example of real-time pricing where 14 nodes represents 14
cities in US with different time zones. It can be clearly seen that the electricity price
varies considerably across different times. According to the figure, for node 0, the highest
electricity price is 2.6 cents/kwt at 5 am and the lowest electricity price is 2 cents/kwt at 2
am. The highest and the lowest electricity price among all the nodes are 4.2 cent/kwt and
2 cents/kwt respectively. In case of flat-rate electricity pricing, the price will remain same
at any time of the day. So, we can see that there is a significant opportunity to reduce
electricity cost by using RTP in selecting replicas with lowest electricity price in a
particular time.
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2.9 Literature review
This section discusses relevant papers on energy-aware network routing and
wavelength assignment in optical data center networks. The discussion provides a study
on different strategies to provide energy aware optical data center networks that are
expected to save energy and price of consumed electricity without sacrificing the
performance of the entire networks. Furthermore, this literature review includes
discussions on network model, energy model and power consumption model which
contribute in the reduction on power consumption in the optical data center networks.
2.9.1 Early Research on Energy Price-Aware Routing in Optical Data Center
Networks
Many studies focused on energy consumption in data center network [70][71].
Authors in [29] derived a cost model for multilayer optical network. They considered an
IP-over-WDM multilayer network model because multilayer networks offer flexibility
and degree of freedom in designing optical network which in turn help achieve costefficient application.
Authors in [30] used the power consumption model from [10] in conjunction with
the emerging Green House Gas (GHG) accounting standard [59]. To calculate the power
consumption p(n, t) of an entire node authors sum up the power consumption of different
layers that are being used to route data. Unused layers are turned off and do not consume
any energy.
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Authors in [30] added a virtual layer to enable the creation of lightpaths. An
arriving request is routed on the shortest path along the edges of the auxiliary graph, with
the power consumption of the different levels as edge weights. If a request is using
physical links, these links are deleted from the graph and replaced by the equivalent
lightpath. A request can also use remaining capacity on one or more existing lightpaths.
The weight of the edges is set to be the power consumption. These weights are used for
route calculation using Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm to find the shortest feasible
route from the request’s source to destination. The authors in [45] proposed the
formulation of several energy-aware static routing and wavelength assignment (RWA)
strategies for wavelength division multiplexed (WDM) networks. They proposed a
network model and an energy model.
In the network model, they considered wavelength-routed networks in which the
traffic unit was the lightpath where network nodes might be electronic routers (digital
cross connects, DXC) or optical switches (optical cross connects, OXC) connected by
fiber links with up to λ wavelengths on each[45]. They considered three types of traffic:
(1) opaque electronic traffic; (2) transparent optical traffic with wavelength conversion
(WC) and (3) transparent optical traffic without WC. They considered that network
elements (NEs) might be powered either by green or dirty energy sources but they
assumed that each node was able to distinguish which power source had been feeding it
through an energy-aware control plane intelligence which helps network infrastructure
planners to consider the construction of new portions of the network or the change of
power source for existing parts. They also evaluated the reduction in CO2 emissions
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against other issues such as the technical aspects and costs of using green or dirty energy
sources.
In the energy model, the researchers have considered the influence of traffic on
power consumption by using realistic data for traffic demands, network topologies, link
costs, and energy requirements of single network elements [45]. The researchers in [45]
also worked on dual power sources. One is the problem of minimizing the overall GHG
(Green House Gas) emissions (MinGas-RWA) and another one is the problem of
minimizing the overall network power consumption (MinPower-RWA) and they
formulated the ILP (Integer Linear Programming) problem for MinGas-RWA. The
limitation of this energy-aware ILP formulation is, the optimization depends on the traffic
variable power consumption of the network elements. The optimization result is unknown
in case of static traffic flow. In addition, the renewable energy sources are not available
during all time of the day e.g. solar panel works only in the day time and wind power also
works only when there is enough wind to run the turbine.
Researchers in [20] chose to use manycast as an energy efficient communication
framework. Manycasting [30] is suitable to find applications in high bandwidth
environments. Manycasting supports communication from a sender to any k out of m (k ≤
m) candidate destinations where the candidate destination set, |Dc| = m, is a subset of
nodes in the network. Researchers in[20] proposed two algorithms using manycasting
such as Manycasting with Drop at Member Node (MA-DAMN) and Manycasting with
Drop at Any Node (MA-DAAN) and they claimed that their proposed algorithms would
help use network resources efficiently and thus it lowered the power consumptions. MADAMN restricts the termination of a lightpath only to members (source or destination
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nodes) of the manycast request, and MA-DAAN allows a lightpath to be terminated at
any node in the network. They formulated ILP (integer linear programming) to optimize
the energy consumption and also used heuristic algorithm to find manycast overlay tree
to yield the fewest number of wavelength to the network. Typically, networks are over
provisioned with resources. So, if it is possible to use resources only enough to handle the
traffic load that is actually carried on to the network then that could also reduce the
energy consumption. In order to address that, the authors in [72] proposed a mechanism
where they focused on using just a subset of nodes and links in the network and keeping
the unnecessary ones off. They developed a link-switch off algorithm for transparent
WDM optical network based on power-aware routing and wavelength assignment (PARWA). The limitation of this work is, the authors did not consider dynamic traffic in their
experiment. By performing experiment with dynamic traffic might show how the
optimization of the wavelength minimization would minimize energy cost in more
practical scenario.
2.9.2 Later Research on Energy Price-Aware Routing in Optical Data Center
Networks
After the concept energy-price aware data center network was proposed, a lot of
research papers have been published in this area. The authors in [8] formulated ILP
(Integer Linear Program) for scheduling and routing single subwavelength traffic
demand. They considered fixed or varying demand traffic model and also developed a
heuristic for a large set of periodic demands.
Researchers in [51] proposed a new energy-conservative emission-ware model
known as MA-DMN using Least Impact Trees (MA-DMN-LIT) to further improve the
algorithm developed in [20]. The proposed algorithm reduced the energy consumption
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over MA-DMN by 6-10%. The limitation of MA-DMN-LIT is, the authors have not
considered different types and availability of energy sources. Cost for solar panels might
have different costs in different geographical areas and also the availability of sunlight in
different part of the worlds varies.
Authors in [51] and in[26], researched on how to find power minimized route with
minimum number of lightpaths (P-Min) which is the baseline approach implemented as
described in [51]. In [26], the authors worked on finding emission minimized route with
minimum number of lightpaths (E-Min).
In the later researches, the researchers focused mainly on to develop cost model
for multilayer optical network. They worked not only to reduce the energy consumption
but also to find its effect on the environment. The authors came up with different
lightpath provisioning strategies to reduce energy consumption and also modified the
previous heuristic algorithm to produce manycast overlay tree to produce the lowest
GHG emissions.

2.9.3 Current Research in Energy Price-Aware Routing in Optical Data
Center Networks
The authors in [7] presented the concept of energy-ware routing in scheduled
demands in optical grid. They used the advantage of anycast traffic model to find the
most energy efficient source to fetch the data from. They considered nodal and optical
fiber link power consumption and used ILP (Integer Linear Programming) to select the
best route. Optical data center networks are mainly designed to keep up with peak traffic.
So, often it causes unnecessary energy wastes. To address this problem, authors in [32],
considered a two-nodes disjoined path between source and destination of each traffic
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flow. They formulated an ILP and also a heuristic to reduce computational complexity.
Implementation of their designing model resulted in the reduction of power consumption
by 15 to 35% in average.
Current researches have mainly focused on how to use the changing electricity
prices throughout the day in different time zones to reduce the nodal power consumption.
Researchers in [14] formulated a Mixed Integer Linear Programming ( MILP) model
mirrors the routing methods called Energy Source-Aware Routing Equations, which uses
a Power Market Model and Power Consumption Model. The Power Market Model
brings up more competition among the power generator and supplier companies in
different geographical zones and thus to keep the electricity price competitive and to
maintain the service and quality reliable and to bring in the fuel diversity [15].
Independent system operators (ISO) and regional transmission organizations (RTOs)
oversee the process to achieve those objectives. There are not many modern technologies
for shelving electricity. So, the electricity companies produce exact units of electricity as
it is demanded. As demand varies so price of electricity varies too. Figure 2.10 [15]
shows the United States seven main electricity markets.

Figure 2.10: 14-node NSFnet Topology, with regional power markets highlighted
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The power consumption model is based on real equipment measurements and it
considers for both idling power consumption as soon as a node is turned on, and
bandwidth usage dependency. The multilayer (optical, electronic, and IP layer) node
model used to calculate the network power consumption. In multilayer model [15], an
object is partitioned, and each piece is replicated at several locations. The node consists
of an electrical routing at the top, an optical transport and multiplexing layer at the
bottom and a connecting OEO layer in between. In [16], they have considered the RWA
problem in which each connection is set up along a physical network route and a single
fixed wavelength thereupon. To calculate the nodal power consumption, they used values
for equipments from different manufacturers mentioned in[10].
Authors in [14] formulated MILP for Least Emissions Paths (LEP) aimed to
minimize the total emissions produced;

Shortest Hop Paths (SHP) where the total

number of hops per request can be reduced by minimizing the sum across all requests;
Shortest Distance Paths (SDC), where the aim was to find shortest distance paths to the
replica and Balanced Cost Paths (BCP) where, rather than directly minimizing just the
dollar cost or emissions, they reduced both by using a balanced approach.
In contrast with the approach in [17] where the researchers used a single replica
routing, the researchers in [15] proposed a heuristics for multiple replica routing which
provides more flexibility to select paths for better energy efficient destination node to
fetch the data from. The researchers compare the proposed algorithm with shortest hop
path (SHP) approach and shortest distance path (SDP) approach. For example, if there are
two replicas in a six node networks then their algorithm will find the best replica and
route based on the target matrix. If the number of replicas have been increased then it
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improves the efficiency but at the same time it increases the cost of installing and
maintaining new replicas. In their proposed Least Dollar Path algorithm, the input request
consists of a set of locations that hold the relevant replicas and a user-node for the data.
Real-time price aware anycast RWA can improve electricity cost by 7% to 11% on
average and in some cases, it might improve up to 34% [15].
2.9.4 Summary of Literature Review
The data center networks consume large amount of electricity, which has led to
call for energy and resource optimization without sacrificing the business objectives [54].
In addition to finding energy efficient routs, researchers also proposed strategies using
virtual machine environment for energy aware cloud computing data centers [33].
Various strategies for energy-efficient operations have been analyzed and it has been
shown that algorithmic solutions can help reduce energy consumption significantly.
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CHAPTER 3
HEURISTIC APPROACH FOR ENERGY PRICE AWARE ROUTING
3.1 Introduction
This section discusses the energy price aware routing (EPAR) scheme to find least
cost path to the replicas based on real time pricing model. Our research considers anycast
data transmission model to find the suitable replica as well as the fixed window traffic
allocation model for demand request to reduce the energy consumption cost of optical
data center networks. The objective of our heuristic approach is to solve this energyaware routing problem to save energy and to reduce price of consumed energy without
sacrificing the performance of the entire optical data center networks.
3.2 Network Energy Model
We have adapted the power consumption model from [8]. This nodal power
consumption model consists of an optical cross connect (OXC) which is connected to an
IP router. The traffic is transmitted to and from nodes in optical domain bypassing the IP
router at intermediate nodes. Equation (1) and (2) illustrate the power consumption of an
IP router (PIP) and an optical switch (PSW) respectively.

PIP = PSIP + IP · tIP

(1)

PSW = PSOXC + λ · tOXC

(2)

Pe = Ppre + Ppost + ne*Pin-line

(3)

Here PSIP and PSOXC represent the static power consumption of the IP router and optical
switch to turn them on. The component of both the equations denote the power
consumption which increases (decreases) as traffic flow tIP (tλ) increases (decreases)
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through the IP router and optical switches. Finally, Pe link is the power consumption of
an active fiber link e. The value of Pe link is determined by the power consumption by the
number of in-line amplifiers (ne) plus the power consumption of pre and post amplifiers
for each link and can be calculated beforehand. Pre-Amplifier is usually installed at the
receiver end of the DWDM network to amplify the optical signal to the required level to
ensure that it can be detected by the receiver [70]. Post Amplifier is installed in the
transmitting end of the fiber optic network, which can amplify the optical signal launched
into the fiber link[70]. The gain provided by the pre-amplifier and post amplifier might
not be enough due to the optical loss caused by long haul transmission. In-line amplifier
is installed in the fiber optic link every 80-100km [70]. Table 3.1 shows the Power
Consumption of the devices.
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Table 3.1: Power Consumption of the devices
Device

Symbol

Power Consumption

IP router (static)

PSIP

150 W

OXC (static)

PSOXC

100 W

IP router (dynamic)

17.6 W

OXC (dynamic)

1.5 W

Transponder/OEO (dynamic)

34.5 W

Pre-amplifier

Ppre

10 W

Post-amplifier

Ppost

20 W

In-line amplifier

Pin-line

15 W

3.3 Solution Approach
Optical data center consumes a large quantity of energy. This energy cost plays a
significant role to the operational cost in optical data centers[15]. The need to reduce the
energy cost in the optical data center networks have been acknowledged [15].
The objective of our research is to minimize the overall electricity costs of data
centers network by selecting least cost path to the replicas based on real-time pricing
model. We have used anycast data transmission model to find the suitable replica.
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Anycast routing algorithm provides the sender with flexibility to choose one of many
destination nodes based on its requirements. We have developed a heuristic to solve this
energy-aware routing problem. We performed our experiments on different standard
topologies such as NSFNET and COST-239. We have compared our results by using flat
rate prices instead of real time prices. We have also compared the results for different
sized demand sets, different routing scheme, traffic loads on each network.
In our heuristics, we have used fixed window traffic model and we have also used
anycast as data transmission model to find the desired replica from a group of available
replicas in the network.
3.4 Equation to Update Nodal Power Consumption
The equation (4) is used to update the incremental power consumption at node j,
if link ij is in the selected route. Table 3.2 shows the description of the notation used in
equation (4).
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Table 3.2: Node and Network-Specific Variables for equation (4)
Symbol

Description
Incremental power consumption at node j, if it is used to route a
new lightpath.

Uj

This value is set to 1 if the IP router in node j is being used by an
ongoing lightpath; 0 otherwise.

Vj

This value is set to 1 if the optical switch in node j is being used
by an ongoing lightpath; 0 otherwise.

Wij

This value is set to 1 if link i  j is being used by an ongoing
lightpath; 0 otherwise.

[( 1 - Uj ) PSIP + πIP] + [( 1 - Vj ) PSOXC + πOXC] + [( 1 - Wij) Plinkij]

(4)

The derived nodal power consumption equation has three components. The first
component of the equation ([(1 - Uj) PSIP + πIP]) considers the power consumption of the
IP router at the selected replica. The parameter Uj (j = 1,2…..n where n is the total
number of nodes) is set to 1 if node j is already selected as a replica for an ongoing
connection. PSIP and πIP are power consumption by the IP router(static) and IP router
(dynamic) at node j.
The second component of the equation ([( 1 - Vj ) PSOXC + πOXC]) considers the
power consumption of the optical routers at all nodes in the shortest path to the selected
replica. The parameter Vj (j = 1,2…..n where n is the total number of nodes) is set to 1 if
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node j is already being used to route an ongoing connection. PSOXC and πOXC are power
consumption by the OXC (static) and OXC (dynamic).
The third component of the equation ([(1 - Wij)PlinkIJ]) considers the power
consumption of all links in the shortest path to the selected replica. The parameter W ij is
set to 1 if link ij is already being used to route an ongoing connection. The power
consumption of the link includes the power consumption by the pre-amplifier, postamplifier and the in-line amplifier.
The electricity cost (

) of link ij during interval t, is calculated based on

the nodal power consumption at node j, as given in equation (4), and the real time
electricity cost during the interval.

(5)

These link costs are used in step 4 of the algorithm to determine the shortest path
to a specific replica.
3.5 Proposed Heuristic
In this section, we would discuss our proposed heuristic to find the replica with
lowest energy consumption. Our heuristic approach is derived from modification of
Dijkstra’s algorithm, which finds the shortest distance from any vertex to all other
vertices in a directed or undirected weighted graph with no negative weighted edges[55].
The idea behind the Dijkstra’s is that it keeps a growing set of vertices that are known as
closest one to the start vertex [55].
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In our proposed heuristics, we have used the electricity cost for using a link as the
edge weight for each edge of the graph. The edge weight is calculated by taking summing
the power consumption of the link and the nodal power consumption and multiplying by
the real time energy price of a certain duration of time. The edge weight varies depending
on different time zone and geographical locations. Figure 3.1 shows the modified
Dijkstra's algorithm.

1. Input
a. G(N,E) = Physical topology of the network, where
N = the set of nodes and
E = the set of fiber links
b. R = Set of replicas (
)
c. s = source/requesting node for new connection request ( ∈
)
d. L = Set of existing lightpaths and their selected routes
2. Use Eqn (4) to calculate the incremental power consumption for node j
3. Use Eqn (5) to calculate the weight/cost of each edge
4. Set
;
4. For each
∈ :
a. Find least cost path from s to r :
= least cost path
= cost of
b. if
:

5. Establish new connection from s to r along path
6. Update value of Uj, Vj for each node ∈ and Wij for each link
Figure 3.1: Overview

∈ .

of EPAR heuristic

Following is a brief of how the algorithm works. We have used a six nodes
topology with two replicas in this example. The heuristic starts in step 1 by considering a
physical network G(N,E), where N is the set of nodes, and E is the set of fiber links. R
describes the set of replicas which is the subset of nodes N in the network. S denotes
source/requesting node for new connection request (s∈N-R ). L denotes the existing
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lightpaths and their selected routes. A demand/request consists of source/requesting node,
start time of setting up a lightpath and end time of that lightpath. The input to the
program is the distance matrix, then the program converts the distance matrix to cost
matrix and link weights are assigned according to the cost of the destination node. At
each request, the dynamic route calculation changes the weight of each link based on
Real Time Price of the power consumption by each node. In step 2, equation (4)
calculates the incremental power consumption for node j and in step 3, equation (5)
calculates the weight/cost of each edge. In step 4, for each request r ∈ R, EPAR finds the
least cost path pr and associating cost cr of pr. In step 5, the lightpath has been established
from s to r along pr. After establishing the lightpath, the value of Uj, Vj for each node j∈N
and Wij for each link i→j∈E are updated in step 6. The updated value of Uj, Vj and Wij are
then used in equation (4) for nodal power consumption for the next request r to find the
path to the replica with minimum power consumption cost.
3.6 An Illustrative Example
In this section we use the topology shown in Fig 3.2 to illustrate the EPAR
heuristic with a simple example. Here nodes 1 and 4 are the replica nodes.

Figure 3.2: Six node network topology
Table 3.3 stores the distance between each node pair in topology of Fig. 3.2 in tabular
form.
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Table 3.3: Distance matrix for lead dollar path input

Node0 Node1 Node2 Node3 Node4 Node5
Node0

0

300

0

300

0

0

Node1

300

0

200

200

0

0

Node2

0

200

0

0

200

300

Node3

300

200

0

0

200

0

Node4

0

0

200

200

0

400

Node5

0

0

300

0

400

0

The distance matrix shows how the nodes are connected. For example, we can see
from row 1 that the distance between node 0 and node 1 is 300 km and they are
connected. There is no connection between node 0 and node 2. The distance between
node 0 and node 3 is 300 km and they are connected. There is no connection between
node 0 to node 4 and node 5.
The program converts the distance matrix to power consumption matrix for each
link. To do that, first it is assumed that there is one in-line amplifier per 80 km. For
example, if we consider link 0  1, the distance between node 0 and node 1 is 300 km.
So, the number of inline amplifiers needed is: 300 / 80 = 3.75 = 4. Each link also has one
pre and one post amplifier. Therefore, based on the values in Table 3.3 the total power
consumption for link 01 = 4 X 15 + 10 + 20 = 90watts. Table 3.4 shows the power
consumption value for each link after conversion from distance matrix.
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Table 3.4: Power consumption matrix after conversion from distance matrix

Node0 Node1 Node2 Node3 Node4 Node5
Node0 0

90

0

90

0

0

Node1 90

0

75

75

0

0

Node2 0

75

0

0

75

0

Node3 90

75

0

0

75

0

Node4 0

0

75

75

0

105

Node5 0

0

90

0

105

0

Next we update the value of Uj,, Vj for each node j and the value of Wij for each
link ij. Here Uj denotes the usage for IP router at node j, Vj denotes OXC usage at node
j..and Wij denotes the usage of link ij. Initially we set all the Uj, Vj and Wij values to 0 as
shown in Table 3.5, since there are no lightpaths established over the topology at this
time.
Table 3.5: Initial values of Uj, Vj and Wij

Node j

0

1

2

3

4

5

Uj Values

0

0

0

0

0

0

Vj Values

0

0

0

0

0

0

Link ij

01

0 3

12

13

24

2 5

34

45

Wij Values

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Link ij

10

30

21

31

42

52

43

54

Wij Values

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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Let’s consider the first connection request, where node 0 is the source node.
Using Dijkstra (Shortest Path Finding Algorithm), with edge costs calculated using
equations (4) and (5), node 4 is selected as the destination and 0  3  4 is the least cost
path, as shown in Fig. 3.3

Figure 3.3: Lightpath 0  3  4 in six node network topology
Table 3.6 shows the updated values of Uj, Vj and Wij, corresponding to the
establishment of this lightpath. We can see that the value of U4 which is the selected
replica node 4 has become 1. The values of nodes in the shortest path i.e node 0 (V0),
node 3 (V3) and node 4 (V4) have become 1. The values of links in the shortest path i.e
03 and 34 have also become 1.

Table 3.6: Updated values of Uj, Vj and Wij for links 03 and 34

Node j

0

1

2

3

4

5

Uj Values

0

0

0

0

1

0

Vj Values

1

0

0

1

1

0

Link ij

0 1

03

1 2

1 3

2 4

2 5

3 4

45

Wij Values

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

Link ij

10

30

21

31

42

52

43

54

Wij Values

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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Now, suppose we have another request from node 3. As before, equations (4) and
(5) are applied to calculate the edge weights, which are used to find the least cost path. In
this case, the shortest path is 31. Based on this path, the updated values or Uj, Vj and
Wij, for each node j and link ij are shown in Table 3.7 and the corresponding lightpaths
are shown in Fig. 3.4.

Table 3.7: Updated values of Uj, Vj and Wij for link 31

Node j

0

1

2

3

4

5

Uj Values

0

1

0

0

1

0

Vj Values

1

1

0

2

1

0

Link ij

0-1

0-3

1-2

1-3

2-4

2-5

3-4

4-5

Wij Values

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

Link ij

10

30

21

31

42

52

43

54

Wij Values

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

Figure 3.4: Lightpath 0  3  4 and 3  1 in six node network topology
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CHAPTER 4
SIMULATION RESULTS

In this chapter, we present experimental results, obtained using our proposed
heuristics energy price aware routing (EPAR) scheme. Our heuristics considers all
possible paths between source node and destination node in order to give optimal results.
4.1 Simulation Parameters
To perform experiments for our proposed (EPAR) scheme, we considered
networks ranging in size from 6 nodes to 14 nodes, including the standard NSFNET and
COST-239 topologies as shown in Figure 4.1 – 4.3. We have considered a number of
factors for demand set such as length of the links, the number of available destination
nodes and the distribution of demands [75]. All candidate replicas and destinations are
chosen randomly according to a uniform distribution [5]. The simulations were carried
out with different electricity pricing model such as


Real Time Pricing (RTP) Model [72]



Flat Rate (FR) Pricing Model [71]



Average Flat Rate (AFR) Pricing Model
We also performed the simulations using RTP without the nodal power

consumption equation (RTPwoEq). For the flat rate nodes, we use the USA Energy
Information Administration (EIA) average commercial rates for each node [71]. AFR has
been calculated by averaging the RTP pricing model [72]. The results obtained from the
simulations correspond to average values over different experiment runs. The simulation
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was carried out with DEVC++ integrated development environment (IDE). For each
given network topology, we have tested our proposed approach with different sized
demand sets.

Figure 4.1: Topology 6-node network

Figure 4.2: Topology 11-node network: 24 links (COST-239)
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Figure 4.3: Topology 14-node network: 21 links (NSFNET)

4.2 Analysis of Experiment Results
Simulations are performed for different sizes of network topologies ranging from
6 nodes to 14 nodes and on different number of demands .
Table 4.1: Dollar cost matrix for 40 demands with different pricing model

AFR($)

FR($)

EPAR($)

RTPwoEq($)

6 Node

0.59125

2.14975

0.321

1.61925

11 Node

0.51325

1.7685

0.47025

1.474

14 Node

1.11975

3.94925

0.78775

2.26175

Table 4.1 shows the results of the simulations performed on different topologies
(6 nodes, 11 nodes and 14 nodes) for 40 demands with different electricity pricing model
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that compares the costs of power consumption of four different pricing model. What
stands out in the table is the high nodal power consumption cost at FR pricing model
under all three-network topology. It is important to point out that the nodal power
consumption cost using EPAR with RTP is significantly less (about 27% ) compared to
the EPAR with AFR pricing model. This happens because real time pricing model has
different prices for electricity usage every hour of the day and our proposed EPAR finds
the path to the lowest cost price using the nodal power consumption equation. However,
the nodal power consumption costs using EPAR with RTPwoEq pricing model is more
than double than that of EPAR with RTP pricing model because in this case EPAR has
not used the nodal power consumption equation.

40 Demands (Cost-Demands)
4.5
4

C O S T ($)

3.5
3

AFR

2.5

FR

2

EPAR

1.5

RTPwoEq

1
0.5
0
6 Node

11 Node
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Figure 4.4: Cost Values obtained using different electricity pricing model for 40
demands
A comparison of costs for routing 40 demands over the 6-node, 11-node and 14node network topology using different pricing model, is shown in Figure 4.4 . The three
different network topology is depicted on x-axis and dollar cost is depicted on y-axis. FR
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continues to exhibit the highest power consumption cost. The RTPwoEq model is 28%
lower compared to FR pricing model. Although, RTPwoEq has not used our proposed
nodal power consumption equation but it uses the real time pricing which also help
reduce the power consumption cost compared to FR.
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Figure 4.5: Number of hops obtained using different electricity pricing model for 40
demands
Figure 4.5 shows the graphical representation of number of hops for routing 40
demands, over different topologies (6-node, 11–node, 14-node), when different pricing
models are used for calculating the routes. The x-axis represents the number of nodes in
the topology (6, 11 and 14) and the y-axis shows the number of hops. We can see that,
although RTP pricing model uses hops more than that of RTPwoEq, nevertheless
electricity cost produced by RTP pricing model is significantly lower than RTPwoEq
pricing model which has been shown in Figure 4.4. This means that the proposed RTP
model sometimes chooses longer paths in order to reduce power consumption.
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Table 4.2: Dollar cost matrix for 14-node topology using different demands with different pricing model

AFR ($)

FR ($)

EPAR ($)

RTPwoEq ($)

40 Demands

1.11975

3.94925

0.78775

2.26175

80 Demands

1.018125

3.336375

0.809125

2.217

100 Demands

0.9942

2.9886

0.87

2.2698

120 Demands

1.01233333

3.30333333

0.82825

2.26733333

Table 4.2 shows that the FR pricing model has highest nodal power consumption
costs among all other electricity pricing models in 14-node network topology. It can be
seen that costs with RTPwoEq pricing model is about 32% less compared to FR pricing
model. This is because, although RTPwoEq pricing model has not used the nodal power
consumption equation, it still has used real time pricing model. The AFR (average flat
rate) pricing model has

lower power consumption cost (about 53%) compared to

RTPwoEq because AFR has been derived by averaging the real time pricing cost of all
nodes.

C O S T($)
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RTPwoEq
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Figure 4.6: Cost Values obtained for different traffic loads (14-Node)
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A comparison of dollar costs for routing different demands over the 14-node
topology, using different pricing model, is shown in Figure 4.6. The number of demands
is depicted on x-axis and dollar costs on y-axis. According to the chart, there are upward
trends in power consumption costs for both FR pricing model and RTPwoEq pricing
model. The remaining two pricing models such as EPAR and AFR have significantly
lower power consumption cost where EPAR has even the lowest power consumption
cost (about 53%) because of the use of our derived nodal power consumption equation.
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Figure 4.7: Number of hops with different pricing model for different demands (14 Node)
Figure 4.7 compares the number of hops with a varying number of demands for
the 14–node topology under different electricity pricing model. The x-axis represents the
number of demands (40, 80, 100 and 120) and the y-axis shows the number of hops.
From the graph, we see that FR pricing model has higher number of hops compared to
other pricing models. High electricity price in a specific node is the main reason that a
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path with a higher number of hops with lower electricity cost is chosen. This scenario
happens when the electricity prices in nodes that are charged with flat rate are high.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
5.1 CONCLUSION
In this thesis, we have proposed an heuristic for energy price aware routing for the
fixed window scheduled traffic model. We have used different standard network
topologies like NSFNET and COST-239, to conduct our simulations. We have discussed
how we can use real-time electricity prices to reduce electricity price in the data center
network. We have used anycast data transmission model to find the suitable replica.
Anycast routing algorithm provides the sender with flexibility to choose one of many
destination nodes based on its requirements. The three components of our derived
equation analyze the power consumption of replica, nodes and links of the chosen
shortest path and later our model uses that information to chose the lowest electricity cost
path for the next demand. We have investigated energy-cost aware routing using our
proposed nodal power consumption equation. We have discussed earlier that only
subscribing to RTP model can save consumers up to 1% to 2%[67]. So, by implementing
RTP with our proposed model helps find the route and destination for each demand in
such a way that the total electricity cost for routing the set of demand is reduced further.
We have compared our proposed RTP pricing model with FT, AFR and RTPwoEq.
Numerical results show that our proposed EPAR scheme with RTP pricing model is able
to reduce electricity cost in range of 50% to 56% in comparison to other pricing model.
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5.2 Future Work
In our thesis, we considered the immediate reservation requests, where the start time of
the transmission and resource reservation is the moment that the request arrives. In future
we can consider a different type of traffic model such as advance reservation [73] where
request specifies that the actual data transmission starts at a specified future time and also
their holding time. There are many instances where we know the required bandwidth for
requests in the future such as real-time experiments in e-Science, virtual machine backup
i.e. copying of data stored on a virtual server to guard against data loss, grid computing
where each computer's resources are shared with every other computer in the system in a
network etc [74]. These types of applications could be moved to off-peak hours to save
even more electricity cost. We can also extend our model to a global scale with 24
different time zones and different power market environments under various power
systems and network costs constrains.
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